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10. Synthesis of an EDF and FRAMATOME ANP Analysis on Fuel Relocation Impact in Large
Break LOCA
Michel Lnabewt, Yand Le Hlnaff, EDF/SEPTEN,
Jean-Luc Gandrille, Framatome ANP. France

Paper summary

During a Large Break (LB) LOCA, there is a rapid loss of coolant, inducing depressurization and loss of
cooling of the fuel rods. Considering the hottest fuel pin. simulated with conservative assumptions, the
following phenomena happen:'

- increase of the stress (depressurization)
- cladding strain and burst,
- violent gap depressurization of the brokenfuel pins.
- and possible relocation offragments-of the pellets in the burst area.

Locally (a few. centimeters), geometry, and residual power are therefore potentially modified. Qualitative
analysis shows that dominant parameters are:

- thefill up ratio of the balloon by thefragments,
- the balloon diameter in the affected area of the pin,
- the thermalconductivity of thefragmentedfuel material,
- and the hear transfer betweenfragments and cladding.'

Calculations arc performed using the'CA TfRE Z;B version of the'CATMARE code (this version is based
on CATHARE 2 Vl.3L_1 version with 'additional models specific to LB LOCA). The code has been
approved by French Safety Authorityfor Large Break safety analysis.

' The impact of relocation is estimated using conservative assumptionsfor the transient,
- penalizing size and location of the break (stagnation point in the core),
- SERMA + 2 alowfor residual power.
- Penalizing piaximum local power.

but realistic approachfor relocation ondels (maitily ballian size, filling rate and heat transfer models). In
assembly creep experiment, an azimuthal hot spot is observedt so the Keusenhoffs azimuthal temperature
difference model, qualified on REBEKA experiment, is-used to calculasc the balloon size.

Calculation results show a limited impact on the Peak Clad Temperature (PCI) (-30°C).
-. Therefore, it can be concluded that relocation phenomenon should noi be taken into account in safety

regulation. considering that:
the effect of relocation on cladding temperare is low, even for the more pcnalizing transient,

simulated with conservative assumptions (exceptfor relocation phenomenon which is simulated
with more realism).

- overall conservatism in the LB safety analysis is higher than relocation penalty,
- the relocation phenomenon, if it exists, is limited to the burst area (a few centimeters), and to
the hot rods.
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Synthesis of an EDF and FRAMATOME ANP
analysis on fuel relocation impact

in Large Break LOCA
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* Introduction .
* description of the phenomenon
* conductivity model
* burst strain
* effect on cladding temperature
* conclusion
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Introduction

* During LB LOCA, with the conservative condlitions
of the Safety Reports:

0 fllu~ eprdsseresalion
. lrd~ess ss

po=sb relcafion of Iagmets o pellet hI bust area

* Main question for the plant operator:
ls It necessary to consider the relocaton phenomenon In safety
t udes ?
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Description of the phenomenon

* main parmeters
Ofill up rato 1

Oballon dianmr '4
* OCorndvuly of the fragmentd wrea
0ExdmW between hragmetts and claddng
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Conductivity of the fragmented area

* Many conductivity correlations describing an
heterogenous area exist.

* The Imura-Yagi model (ICARE2 mode) Is the best
one with regard to the temperature level and fragment
size.
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Conductivity of the fragmented area
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Burst strain

Realistic approach:

O i assembl creep exqefment. existence of an azmh hot spot.
ahtofd~tag ffect)-
* OME EA = qualified an hot spW model

(keusenhoff) on REBEJCA exper -nt

a hI Keusenhoff model.,the azbnih hot spot perture
differece is govened by te eoerntft paameter.
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Burdt strain
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Calculation

* To estimate the effect of relocation, CATHARE GB (LB)
was used.

* CATHARE LB is approved by French safety authorities.
0 Based on CATHARE 2 V1I3L1 version developped by CEA-Grenoble.
0Specific models developed by FRAMATOME for LB LOCA (refiR phase.

cross4low. kiel models ...)
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Calculation

* Relocation is not taken into account in the present safety
regulation.
w a realistic approach can be use

* With realistic LB LOCA transient: no relocation
X Conservative transient to estimate relocation Impact

* Description of the reference case (3 loops PWR):
Oconservative transient

* peonatzn size break
* residual power SERMA+2a
* penazing maximum local power (FOmax)

' relocation model: realistic approach
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Caiculation
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Condusion

EDF considers that relocation phenomenon should not
be taken Into account In safety regulation:

o0he effeot of ralcation an cadding tnerature Is wek even with
consanatme assuirionm

a AlM he ehofes conselvatims hI the LB safety cacuatis aue a gher tn
relocation penly.

O Relcation phenomenon doesnt exist with realistic conWons.
OThe rupture node is not necessarily the hot spot node.
OThe weloctn is Uited to the burst area (a few centimeters) and to te

hotest rods.
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